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Introduction
“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps
learning stays young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your mind young.”
~Henry Ford
Many people are eager to get out of school so they can stop learning, or at least, stop studying. Maybe
you’ve thought once you graduated you would be free to stop learning and start living. But in reality, life is all
about learning. You are constantly learning new skills, though you may not realize it. And what a boring world
we would live in if we didn’t!

There are many reasons why we participate in lifelong learning. At different stages of our lives, we have
different needs, and we tend to build our skills around those needs, at least if we are wise we do. We might
want to learn something so that we can share in the activity with a loved one, want to advance in our career,
or simply want to learn a skill that will improve our lives in some way. Whatever the reason, whether out of
necessity or desire, humans are wired for lifelong learning.

Lifelong learning is not tethered to a formal classroom setting. It’s about discovering new ways to do things,
trying something you’ve always wanted to learn, and acquiring skills that will help you accomplish something
more effectively or with more enjoyment. Even those people who loved school will often admit that much
their lifetime knowledge has been gained through questioning, listening, and good old trial and error, not in
the formal classroom while chasing after a grade.

People who continue to seek learning opportunities throughout their lives are happier, balanced, and
enthusiastic. Where others see problems, these lifelong learners see opportunities to grow and develop in a
new way, to advance their knowledge and skills in unexpected ways--in essence, these people look for
occasions to learn.

But what makes some people view learning this way? And how can you change your view so that you too
look for learning opportunities? What resources are available to continue learning once you are out of
school? And what, if any, benefits are there to lifelong learning? These questions and many others will be
answered in this eBook, so keep reading.
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The Power of Lifelong Learning
Until relatively recently, it was believed that our brains were fixed once we became an adult. It was believed
that around the age of 25, our brains “hardened” and never changed after that. So while we could learn a lot
and grow our knowledge and understanding through our childhoods and throughout college, after that, what
we had was all we would ever have. The National Institute on Aging is devoted to understanding brain
functionality during stages of life.

With advances in technology, especially in the field of neuroscience, we know much more about the human
brain and how it works. We now have evidence that our brains do not stay fixed, but rather, that they change
all throughout our lives. Neuroplasticity, or brain plasticity, is the brain’s ability to change throughout our
lifespan. Our brain changes dramatically during childhood, but also when there is any type of brain injury and
when we learn new things. Our brain is even more amazing than we thought. It can actually reorganize itself
by creating new connections between neurons--the cells of the brain. A brain can rebuild itself after injury, a
phenomenon for which I’m personally thankful. These new connections also occur when we challenge
ourselves to learn new skills.

The internal structure of the synapse may change as we acquire new knowledge and skills. In fact, when you
learn something new, the part of the brain that controls that type of activity actually expands. For example,
when you learn a new language, the left inferior parietal cortex, which is where language development is
controlled, grows in size. Amazing, right?

Practice Makes Perfect
We’ve often heard the expression, “Practice makes perfect,” and now we know it’s true. As we practice a
new skill, the new neurons and connections we build learning that skill become stronger and faster. The
nerve impulses that the new connections use to “speak” to one another get stronger and smoother, so the
neurons and synapse can communicate with each other faster. This is why as we practice something more
and more, the activity starts to feel natural and is easier to complete.
A simple way to illustrate this is when you drive to a familiar place, for example, to work. Many days you
probably go on “autopilot” and show up to work without realizing how you got there. That’s because you
used the same route you always use, and the neurons can communicate seamlessly, so there’s no real effort
or attention needed to get you to work using that route. However, if you change your route due to road
construction, for example, your brain will require you to apply effort and attention so you don’t get lost. Your
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brain is processing a new pattern. These types of practical applications happen all the time, though we rarely
recognize them.

But it takes more than frequent practicing for our brain to develop these new neuron pathways. It requires
both quantity and quality. Frequent practicing any skill is vital to create strong neuron pathways, but if you
practice the skill incorrectly, it doesn’t help. For instance, if you are learning to play the guitar and you
practice every day, but ignore your teacher’s feedback and neglect to fix the mistakes you are making while
practicing, the pathways won’t strengthen. Furthermore, that part of your brain won’t grow or develop the
way it would if you were practicing both frequently and correctly. Our brains are even more amazing than we
thought!

Besides keeping your mind sharp, scientists have proven that learning makes our lives better in every way,
including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

More self-confidence
Stronger sense of purpose
Connections with new people
More hopeful
Less averse to risk
Greater ability to get the most out of life
More empowerment through achievement
More adaptable to change
Stronger social relationships
Better self-esteem
Greater satisfaction with life
Better able to cope with stress
Reduced risk of developing Alzheimer's and dementia as we age

The Learning Mindset
The old adage “Attitude is everything” is popular because it’s so very true. Thanks to advances in
neuroscience and psychology, we can now be certain that attitude, or mindset, as it is often called, really
does make a huge difference in success. You may know someone who seems like they can learn anything
easily. More than intelligence, they probably have a learning mindset that helps them tackle any new learning
with self-confidence and gusto.

A mindset is simply what you believe about yourself--your talents, abilities and intelligence. Although they
didn’t have much formal education, Henry Ford and Thomas Edison had ideas and took action on them,
believing that they could help others by sharing the inventions they created. They understood that belief in
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oneself was half the battle, so the inventors didn’t allow formal education to control their thoughts about
their intelligence or abilities. They exhibited a learning mindset that provided the determination and
enthusiasm to be curious, ask questions, learn, and implement ideas.

What is a Learner Mindset?
The learner mindset is also called the growth mindset. People with this mindset believe that they can learn
any new skill or information they put their mind to, with enough studying, research, and practice. In fact,
these people truly believe that anyone can do this. The learning mindset is characterized by:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Being open-minded
Pushing out of comfort zones
Believing that mistakes aren’t failures, but learning opportunities
Thinking optimistically
Taking note of feedback and applying feedback to the task
Ignoring what others think about them
Being curious
Asking questions
Taking time to reflect
Looking for challenges
Being motivated and passionate
Loving to learn new things
Being quick to adapt to change or setbacks
Encouraging competition
Believing that natural talent can be cultivated
Believing we all have limitless potential
Enjoy helping others develop their skills and talents

On the other side of this is the fixed mindset. Individuals with a fixed mindset believe the talent they were
born with is all they have--that it either isn’t possible to develop their talents further, or they see it as just too
much work to do so. They are the type of people who “rest on their laurels” and want to be praised for their
talents, even though they were born with them, rather than working hard to develop new skills.
It’s easy to see why those with a growth or learning mindset can take on new tasks with ease, while those
with a fixed mindset struggle with learning new things.

Stages of Learning
During different stages of our lives, we have different motivations for learning. This makes sense and ensures
that what we are learning about is useful and will better our lives in some way. No one stage of life learning is
6

more important than the others. It’s a good thing that our interests and attitudes change as we mature, so it
makes sense that our level of learning will change over time. Here are some frequent motivations for learning
and perhaps these will help you connect with a purposeful intention about learning something new today.

Learning for career advancement
If you love your career, but want to have options open for advancement, you may need formal education, but
maybe not. Sometimes just learning a new relevant skill is enough. There are often ways you can make
yourself more valuable to your employer by taking a weekend seminar or going through the modules of a
free online course. You could shadow a coworker who has a job or some assignments that you would like to
take on. Adding to your “bag of tricks,” even informally, makes you a greater asset to your employer, which
can result in more job security and may even help you advance and get a raise.

Learning to get a new career
Many people in the last few years have found themselves unexpectedly unemployed. Job security is more
and more scarce these days with downsizing and long-established, large companies going out of business. If
you find yourself in this position, there are things you can do to make yourself more employable. It’s good to
know that some don't require a long, formal education or new degree.
For example, you could ensure that you are up to speed on the latest changes in your field by reading the
industry journals that have been stacking up--you know, the ones you never seemed to have time for. You
could watch TED talks and read books on new technological advances in your field too.
Or maybe you have always wanted to start your own business. It’s easier than ever with the Internet. You
could do informal research to determine what type of business model would work best for you. You could
even learn some basic accounting or management techniques that would help you be a more successful
entrepreneur. How about joining in Meetups or attending other local groups where you can network or learn
from others? Just because you are looking for a job or a whole new career doesn’t necessarily require formal
or expensive classroom education.
Learning for personal development
Let’s not discount learning for learning’s sake. There’s a lot to be said for the satisfaction that comes from
learning a new skill or mastering a new hobby. It’s enjoyable to curl up with an interesting book and spend
some time just learning about something to whet your curiosity. Reading is a great way to spend an
afternoon and learning is a rewarding experience in itself. It boosts your self-confidence and makes you fun
to have around...everyone enjoys good conversation, and when you know about a wide range of topics, you
can easily strike up connections and make new friends. Learning improves our quality of life in innumerable
ways that aren’t tangible, but important for living a happy, fulfilled life.
Learning to make your life better in some way
We’ve established that lifelong learning improves our quality of life. But there are tangible ways it can make
life better also. Maybe your goal is to save money so that you can travel more. A noble goal for sure! But how
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can learning help with this? Well, you can learn to fix your own appliances and car so you don’t have to pay
for replacements or a mechanic. You can learn new crafts and skills to help save too. Learning DIY crafts can
be fun and stretch your funds by making it possible to make gifts instead of buying them. You can learn how
to raise chickens or grow an organic garden to supplement your food costs. You could learn techniques or
hacks for better travel experiences at a fraction of the published prices. There are many free and low-cost
ways that you can learn to make your life better. YouTube has so many quick videos to teach how to repair
broken items or make items last longer.

Learning after retirement
Retirement seems like a wonderful life of leisure, but many retired or semi-retired people are at a loss at how
to spend their time. We long for the days when we can retire and have all the free time we want, but really,
after a few weeks of relaxing, you may be ready to get active again. Work gives us much more than an
income. It provides us with a sense of purpose and offers social interaction. Learning after retirement in
many ways is easier than learning while focused on career objectives. There’s more time available during
retirement years and learning can become a priority. You may even have extra time AND some money to
invest in your learning activities. As already mentioned, learning is important for retired people--it keeps your
brain active so that you can make the most of your golden years. Many colleges and universities offer lowcost tuition to seniors, so if this interests you, you can check into what’s available to you in the formal
educational setting, as well as informally. Who knows, maybe you will discover a passion you didn’t even
know you had!
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Lifelong Learning Best Practices
“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” ~Benjamin Franklin

Now that you understand why learning is so important all throughout life, you may be wondering how to
accomplish learning in a way that doesn’t disrupt your whole life. After all, you’ve already gone through
school, and now you have responsibilities. However, that doesn’t mean you are restricted from creating the
environment necessary for learning.

Perceived Obstacles of Learning
Sometimes we procrastinate taking on something new because we think (for whatever reason), that we
won’t be able to complete it. This is often the case with learning something new. But if we break down the
“obstacles” (some might call them excuses) into bite-size pieces, it’s easier to recongize that these
inconveniences aren’t really blocking our way to success like we thought they were. Let’s look at four
perceived obstacles of learning that people typically cite as reasons they can’t learn new things.

No time
Time is something we would all like more of. It can be a real challenge to find time in our day to do something
else, like learn. But if something is important, as learning should be, you can carve out time in your busy
schedule. Consider the time you participate in lifelong learning as “you” time--time to grow as a person. This
is an investment in yourself that will pay over and over again by improving your satisfaction with your life.
If you are having trouble finding time to learn, try:
●

List it out--Try keeping a list of what you do for at least 48 hours. Write down everything. Then, at
the end of the 48 hour period, see where you can exchange one or two activities and add in learning
instead. For example, you may spend a total of 3 hours watching TV in the evenings. What if you
spent just one of those hours learning a foreign language? When we really evaluate how we spend
our time, we can usually find a few hours each week to schedule learning time.

●

Learn on the fly--We all have little sections of the day when we could sneak in some learning. Instead
of messing around on social media during your lunch break, read a book. Waiting for the kids to
finish soccer practice? Tune into an educational podcast. Waiting in the dentist office or the motor
vehicle registry can be a chance to practice your new skill. I often use “waiting time” for outlining
articles or working on a crochet project. For many types of learning, you can find some aspect that
you can take with you wherever you go. Heck, stick that yarn and crochet hook in your bag and go.
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●

Find downtime--Do you ride the bus, train, or subway to work? These are great opportunities to
learn. Just like learning on the fly, these times are often ones where we sit idle when we could be
making use of them. You’ll probably find that you get so engrossed in what you are learning that the
long commute goes by all too quickly.

●

Schedule time--Add learning time to your planner or to do list and it will happen more easily. Think
about all the ways you make sure everyone else is taken care of. Don’t you deserve the same?
Schedule time to spend learning--no one else needs to know what you are doing during that time. If
someone asks you to do something during that time, just tell them you have something already
scheduled. They don’t need to know you will be going to yoga class and learning to center your mind.

●

Include the family--Set up a night each week when everyone in the family is learning or engaged in
some sort of mind-expanding exercise. You could all read or practice your new skill together. This
sets a great example for your children--you are showing them that learning is important--no matter
what your age.

●

Do your homework--If you have younger kids, they may think this is cool. When they do their
homework at night, sit down with them at the kitchen table and do yours. Even if you are reading a
book or blog or maybe working on a new hobby, they will take notice that you are making an effort
to continue learning. Plus, you will be right there if they have a question on their assignments.

●

First things first--Set aside the first 15-30 minutes each morning to learn something. This will ensure
you don’t run out of time later in the day if unexpected conflicts occur. Plus, it starts you off on the
right foot. It gets your mind working and brings curiosity into your life, which can increase your
creative powers and curiosity to the rest of your day.

No money
You may think that you don’t have the money to delve into lifelong learning, but when something is a priority
in our lives, we find the money. Remember that you don’t need to sink thousands of dollars into a formal
education--there are lots of free and low-cost ways to learn. For example, there’s no need to go out and
purchase new books. Go to your library or to used book stores to find resources to learn from. And don’t
forget all the free resources online too.
If you are having trouble finding money for learning, try these tips:
●

Be mindful--Some learning opportunities are more costly than others, so consider the price before
you choose what you want to learn. For example, learning to play golf is expensive. You need all the
equipment, lessons with the golf pro and you have to pay to play. On the other hand, learning the
history of golf can be interesting and is free. You can read books from the library, listen to famous
golfers being interviewed, and watch YouTube videos on how to improve your game.
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●

Earn the cash--Okay, so maybe you really want to learn to play golf, but you don’t have the funds.
Consider ways you can make the extra cash you need so that you can learn to play. You could sell
stuff around your house that you never use, start your own EBay store, or tutor kids a couple of
nights a week to earn the cash. And just like when you were a kid and were told you had to earn the
money for a new bike, you will appreciate the learning experience even more because you were
invested in the entire experience toward your goal.

●

Join a club--If you’ve never heard of Meetup, you are truly missing out (plus you have probably been
living in a cave for the last 10 years). Meetup is an online directory of local groups who are always
accepting new members. You can find groups on any topic imaginable. You can spend hours talking
and learning from others who have the same interest as you do. You might even find some new
friends who are happy to loan you books or other tools so that you can learn even more.

●

Choose wisely--Did you know that often times, professors who teach at a university also teach the
same or similar classes at the community college or even the community center? Why pay for a
costly course when you don’t need to, especially if you are doing it for fun? You can learn the same
material for a fraction of the cost. If you are a senior or a veteran, check into local colleges to see if
you get a tuition break or even free tuition on certain classes of interest.

●

Budget it--We all make choices about how we will spend our hard-earned money. If learning is a
priority (and it should be!) then add it to the budget under entertainment. If necessary, cut back on
some of the other things you currently have. Do you really need 700 TV channels? Are you willing to
eat at home a little more often so that the money you save can go towards learning something new?
Keep in mind, lifelong learning doesn’t have to be expensive to be quality. Even finding a few bucks a
month that you can set aside will give you enough to learn something new that you’ve always
wanted to know more about.

●

Take advantage of free—There is a treasure trove of free information available--and today more
than ever. Okay, you do have to pay your Internet bill, but really, wouldn’t you have Internet
anyway? Google to see what videos, free courses, blogs, podcasts and forums are available on your
topic of choice. Need some books? Don’t forget about your public library. Even if they don’t have
what you want, they can usually inter-library loan books quickly...and it’s free!

No opportunities
It’s harder to use this excuse to avoid learning in our digital age. We have information for free or almost free
at our fingertips daily. Even taking formal classes is easy now, no matter where you live. If you have good
Internet, you can take classes from just about any college or university from all around the globe. You no
longer have to depend on learning about only what you can find around your area. The sky is the limit, and
you can take your pick of what topics to choose from and how you learn about it.
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If you are having trouble finding learning opportunities, try:
●

Get online--In the West, it’s pretty rare to be unable to get Internet services, and the Internet
provides you with unbelievable free information on every topic under the sun. You can now learn
from teachers from all over the world if you want to take formal courses, but informal information is
also crazy easy to find. We’ve already mentioned blogs, podcasts and forums, as well as TED talks
and Udemy courses. Did you know that some major universities like Harvard and MIT now offer the
same courses that they teach paying students for free online? They do! Of course you won’t get the
formal degree or college credit for “taking them” without the big price tag, but you can learn the
information all the same.

●

Find a group--Ask around and find out if there’s a group in your local area that meets to discuss the
topic you are interested. You might also try looking on Meetup or just Googling it. Or you could really
get proactive by putting a short ad on Facebook or in your local paper asking for information on a
group you can attend. One of the cool things about learning as an adult is it gives us a chance to
socialize with people we might not otherwise meet.

●

Start a group--Tried everything and can’t find a group to join? Start your own! Whether it’s a
nonfiction book club or a chess club or a beekeeping group, there are probably others in your
community who would like a group too. If you can’t find anyone else who is interested just by
casually asking those who you think might want to join, try the ideas above--put an ad on Facebook,
start a Meetup online (it’s free) or place an ad in your local newspaper.

●

Trek into town--If you are determined to learn and don’t have anything around you that’s close by,
it’s usually feasible to go into your closest big town to access courses or groups that you can’t find
closer to home. Doing this a couple of times a month usually isn’t that big of an obstacle.

Not smart enough

A lot of smart people had a real challenge in school. Sometimes they were told untruths about their skills and
abilities by teachers, peers or even their own parents. These negative influences caused any number of issues
during the education path. But if you really do want to learn, you can overcome the negative self-talk that
you hear in your ear every time you think about trying something new.
Do you think only dumb people flunk out or are told they aren’t up to the challenge of learning something?
Albert Einstein flunked out of university and yet went on to be one of the most celebrated scientists the
world has ever known. What he had was diligence. He didn’t let the naysayers tell him what he was or wasn’t
capable of. You can overcome, just like he did. Develop the persistence to push through your percieved
limitations.
If you are finding it hard to believe you are smart enough to learn, try:
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●

Start with what you already know--build upon the knowledge you already have on a subject. This will
motivate you to give it a try without a lot of perceived risk.

●

Learn about something that fascinates you--it doesn’t matter what it is. The chances are that if you
are enthralled in the subject matter, you will learn effortlessly. In fact, you probably won’t even label
what you are doing as “learning.”

●

Forget the past--we can all get hung up on past beliefs about ourselves and our abilities based on our
experiences or what we were told about ourselves. But that was long ago. You can move beyond
that mindset and prove that you are not defined by those things you previously believed about
yourself.

●

Look at your attitude--if you start a new learning project thinking you won’t be able to accomplish it,
you are probably right. Create a positive mental attitude and give it your best shot. If you catch
yourself thinking negative thoughts, pause and replace them with positive ones. Use a quick Internet
search to find positive affirmations that you can use as mantras to carry you through each day and
any setbacks. I’ve been enjoying the Headspace app on my iphone for positive reinforcements to my
mind.

●

Remember this--you are only in competition with yourself. There’s no need to prove yourself to
anyone. You are learning to keep your mind active, to develop a new skill and to have fun. So relax
and enjoy yourself!

●

Reframe learning--A great many people mistake education level with intelligence. But what if I told
you that Henry Ford and Thomas Edison had very little formal education? It’s true. By the age of 12,
Thomas Edison had left school to work on the railroad in Michigan. So, consider all that he
accomplished beyond the classroom. When you think about Henry Ford and Thomas Edison, know
that their intelligence, just like yours, wasn’t based on the years of formal education. Anyone can
learn anything—with effort and perserverance.

Fun Ways to Learn
We learn new things almost every day, even though we aren’t aware of it. Every time we take a new route to
the store, use a new appliance, or make a new recipe -- we are learning. Lifelong learning doesn’t have to
mean spending a sunny afternoon with dry textbooks. It’s fun! Have you considered trying some of these fun
ways of learning?
Learn to play a musical instrument
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People often envy others who have musical talent. If you are one of these people, why not learn to play an
instrument yourself? Find a local teacher and go for it. If you can’t afford private lessons, ask the teacher if
they would be willing to barter for payment. Another approach is to start out by learning the basics with
online videos. Playing music is a way to bring enjoyment to your life, and is fun to share with others.
Fix your own stuff
Instead of immediately replacing a broken item in your home or calling a repairman, give yourself a chance to
learn how to fix it yourself. You can find YouTube videos that show you step-by-step how to replace a
doorknob, upholster an ottoman, or repair a broken toaster. Or go to the library and get a book on how to do
basic home repairs and read about repairs before the need arises. There’s nothing quite like being selfreliant. Being your own handyman is hugely rewarding, plus it saves money.
Learn to cook
Most people who think they can’t cook have never really invested time in learning how. It’s just like anything
else--it’s a skill you have to practice. Start out with easier recipes and then graduate onto more challenging
ones. Try gourmet meals or go with a theme and fix all types of Italian food, or whatever is your favorite.
Then, instead of going out to your favorite Italian restaurant, you can have the satisfaction (and savings) of
making the same dishes yourself. You can even show off your new mad skills by cooking for your friends and
family.
Learn a language
Like learning to play an instrument, people often wish they could speak another language. But just because
you aren’t in school anymore doesn’t mean you can’t do that. Find free or low-cost language materials in the
form of audio, videos, and books at the library or online. There are even apps that you can download to your
phone or another connected device to practice throughout the day.
This is a fun way to prepare for a trip to another country. Remember, learning doesn’t have to mean
mastering something. You can learn as much of a new language as you want. If you want to learn just enough
to help you communicate with waiters and hotel staff or to ask for directions, that’s perfectly fine. You are in
charge of your own lifelong learning.
Take up genealogy
It’s fascinating to learn where you came from and what your ancestors were like. Genealogy research builds a
bridge between the past and the present. It’s now so much easier to do genealogical research. There are free
and premium databases online and genealogical software you can buy to find out just about any detail you
want to know. You can even see copies of actual documents your ancestors signed, like their draft cards or
marriage certificates.
Volunteer
While volunteering is all about helping others, you can still learn while you do it. You can learn new skills,
meet people you normally would never meet, and try things that you might never had tried for your own
benefit. We can all learn from others if we are open to it.
For example, if you volunteer to help recent immigrants improve their English, you can learn all about the
customs and cultures of their countries, and may pick up some new language skills at the same time!
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Volunteering is a fabulous way to enjoy many of the aspects of learning, such as social interaction and a
deeper sense of purpose.
Take up a new hobby
A new hobby is a fun way to add lifelong learning to your life. Or, maybe as your responsibilities grew, you
dropped a hobby due to lack of time. Why not try it again? Hobbies are something we look forward to and
every hobby offers new ways to learn.
Write a book
Approximately 80% of people in the United States say they have a book in them. Are you one of them? If so,
why not get started? There’s never been a better time to write a book because anyone can self-publish an
eBook now! Whether you enjoy writing nonfiction or aspire to pen the next great American novel, making
sure your book gets out to the public is now under your control. Or, maybe you don’t want to publish it.
Maybe you want to write for personal satisfaction or you want to write your memoirs to give to your children
or grandchildren. Writing is an excellent way to learn and can even provide you with some extra income, if
you want.
Start a blog
Do you have a hobby or talent that you enjoy sharing with others? Have you ever considered starting a blog?
Blogging is a great way to connect with new people and teach informally to people around the globe. I’ve
made some amazing connections with fellow writers and bloggers, and have friends around the world who
enrich my life. Some people make a living from blogging while others use it as a sort of public journal. Either
way, it’s a great way to learn some new skills and develop ones you already have.

Tips for Lifelong Learning
Get creative--Doodle, journal, color, join a choir, scrapbook. Doing anything creative is a great way to learn
about yourself, develop skills, keep your mind active and enjoy yourself.
Make a “to learn” list--Just like a to do list, a to learn list helps you remember things that came up in
conversations or something you saw on TV or in a movie that you want to know more about. This is a handy
tool to trigger consistent curiosity.
Make new friends--It’s fun and educational to meet new people, especially when you have things in common
to discuss. Find groups or individuals who, like you, cherish learning. Social interaction can be one of the
benefits of lifelong learning.
Keep a notebook handy--When you keep a notebook with you at all times, you can easily jot down things
that you want to add to your “to learn” list, a book someone recommends or even your own epiphanies
about something you have been learning.
Always have a book--Keep a good book in your purse or car so you always have something to do (and learn)
when you have unexpected downtime. This is even easier now, since many people read on their tablets or
phones, which are generally close at hand.
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Allow time for reflection--Reading and studying are a part of learning, but so is reflecting on your own ideas.
Use your notebook to journal. Schedule some time for pondering how these new ideas connect in unique
ways or challenge your earlier beliefs.
Prove yourself wrong--Challenge yourself to take up a task you have always thought you’d be lousy at.
Whether it’s oil painting or building an invention you’ve thought up, if you attack the task with enthusiasm
and a learner’s mindset, you just may surprise yourself!
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Conclusion

“You are never given a dream without also being given the power to make it true.”
~Richard Bach

Lifelong learning is something that everyone can strive for. It keeps your mind sharp as you age. It builds selfconfidence and provides a sense of purpose. Plus, it’s easy, fun, and can be free or inexpensive, depending on
what you decide to learn.
You may want to learn new skills to propel your income earning ability or to start a new career, or you might
just do it as a way to enjoy life and grow as a person.
With lifelong learning, you no longer need to fill someone else’s requirements--you can choose from any
topic or skill that interests you...and there won’t be a test at the end!
Here are some ideas to take away with you as we wrap up this book:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The art of lifelong learning has nothing to do with intelligence or formal education
Learning makes us healthier and happier
You are never too old to learn
Learning doesn’t have to be expensive
Learning for learning’s sake is its own reward
Making lifelong learning a priority is something everyone should do
You can make time for lifelong learning
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Stay informed about my new eBooks and blog posts – Connect online at:
GwynGoodrow.com, CrochetGetaway.com or CabinsOrCastles.com
Facebook Travel Group – https://www.facebook.com/CabinsOrCastles/
Facebook Writing Group https://www.gwyngoodrow.com/Writer
Twitter - https://twitter.com/GwynGoodrow
Instagram- https://www.instagram.com/gwyngoodrow/
Pinterest- https://www.pinterest.com/gwyngoodrow/

Follow me at Amazon Author Central
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Resources
I often receive questions about how to get started with learning activities and what resources are available.
Here are some of the resources that I use regularly and recommend to my friends.
The company links on this page may be “affiliate links.” If you click on the link and purchase items, I receive an affiliate commission.
Occasionally we receive complimentary accommodations, meals, tours or other amenities when working with the hospitality industry,
visitors bureaus, or small businesses. Regardless, I only recommend companies, products or services that provide value. This
disclosure is required by the Federal Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255: “Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and
Testimonials in Advertising. In addition, I am a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to amazon.com

Resource Recommendations
Writing
I love to write and am fairly meticulous about my writing. However, when I am in a rush to finish a blog post or
magazine article, I am so relieved to have Grammarly as my backup. This program includes real-time grammar and
spell-checking services with a convenient icon on my Google Chrome browser bar. I use the premium version (and
have for several years), but it's great to know that there is a free version to try it out.

Learn About Productivity
We’ve talked about productivity and finding extra time in your day. I have something to help. It’s called The
Ultimate Productivity Bundle and it was created and curated by people with real life responsibilities just like you:
they have families, work part- to full-time jobs or run businesses, don’t have personal assistants or the budget for
hiring lots of extra help. They want to help you conquer your to-do list, free up more time for yourself, and reach
your goals. The Ultimate Productivity Bundle includes 5 eBooks, 14 eCourses & videos, plus 26 printables and
workbooks. Check out the Ultimate Productivity Bundle details and pricing here.

Learn How to Plan Healthy Meals
The path to health always begins with a plan. This curated bundle of ready-made meal plans focuses on quick &
simple, but delicious, healthy meals – complete with shopping lists and fresh recipes – for a ridiculously low price.
The Healthy Meal Planning Bundle includes a library of simple, nutritious, whole food recipes, beautifully
formatted in 12 digital cookbooks, an easy-to-use index for every single recipe, to help you sort by food allergy,
eating style, quick meals, cooking method, and 29 unique made-for-you meals plans with grocery lists and prep
reminders. There are meal planning printables for those who love paper & pen and creating their own custom
plans plus healthy eating resources on clean eating, a flavor crash course (so your food tastes ah-ma-zing!),
strategies for helping kids with pickiness, allergies or oral SPD, and more! This bundle is a great way to learn about
meal plans for healthy eating.

Learn About Photography
My Nikon D3200 DSLR Camera is perfect for candid shots but really shines when I’m taking travel photos for
publications or working on stock photo images to sell individually. But, even after years of study and practice, I still

rely too heavily on the “Auto” button and hesistate to learn what it takes to use the camera’s full potential with
the “Manual” setting. The Ultimate Photography Course has been a lifesaver. When I can set aside a few hours on
a weekend to study photography, these resources are right on point for learning more about this hobby.

Learn About Cultures and Destinations
There are so many resources for travel, but a few of my favorites are TripAdvisor for research and reviews, Viator
for incredible discounts on tours and experiences, and a Loews Hotel for a comfortable room and relaxing
overnight stay.
For a different way to see the world, consider the TrustedHousesitters program. Exchange pet care for a free
retreat in the destination of your choice. This is ideal for pet lovers who love to travel. Start your
TrustedHousesitters membership today to connect with pet owners in over 130 countries worldwide who are
seeking house guests to care for their pets when they are away.

Learn a Craft – Cricut printables
Create your own printed décor using the Cricut system. This product has created a cottage industry as
homemakers and artists can now afford the tools for unique custom designs – from the comfort of home. Learn
more about the Cricut system and products here.

Learn a Craft – Crochet
Jonah Larson is the young instructor that has changed the way we see crochet. He is highly skilled and is now
teaching others how to start out in the exciting hobby of crochet. His course series Learn to Crochet with Jonah is
available through Annie’s, where you can also purchase all of the tools and supplies needed to begin crocheting
immediately.

Learn a Craft – Quilting
Interested in sewing and quilting? Here are courses for learning to hand quilt, learning to machine quilt, and
learning how to make a t-shirt quilt. These courses offer a free preview so you can evaluate if the course is suitable
to your interest and skill level.

Learn About Blogging
Are you ready to start a blog? Read my action plan for beginners: How to Start Your First Amazing Blog for a step
by step guide (screenshot by screenshot). It's easy with Bluehost as your web hosting service. I started my first blog
using Bluehost in 2012.
As a new blogger, the price point makes it easy for you to give blogging a try...if you find that it's not your thing,
then you are not out hundreds of dollars. If blogging is all you ever want in life, Bluehost has you covered.
After you secure your hosting and domain through Bluehost you will need a theme or layout format. There are free
themes available in Wordpress. The paid themes provide significant value for the investment with templates and
shortcut timesavers that you will rely on. As a paid theme, I recommend the Divi theme system from Elegant
Themes.
If you are ready to accelerate your traffic and social media visibility, Pinterest is likely an element of your strategy.
When I started using Pinterest, I decided to invest in Tailwind. The Tailwind program is a wonderful productivity

tool and reduced my work effort by hours each week. Now, using Tailwind, I schedule pins each week in less than
30 minutes and have more time for interaction and reading posts that are in my niche.
Get smart about blogging with Suzi Whitford's classes. I have purchased Blog by Number, Theme by Number, List
by Number, and eBook by Number. I’ve launched two blogs and an author website using Suzi’s classes. Some of the
lessons are video and others are text format. The blogs are structured in a logical manner, after many stumbles on
my own. Finding these courses made a huge difference and I’ve even published eBooks (like this one) using the
techniques in Suzi’s courses.
As you can see at the top of this page, I earn some money through affiliate programs. There’s nothing secret about
affiliate marketing, but to make money, you need knowledge.
I tried affiliate marketing for years, but with little to show for my effort. I was beginning to feel lost and stuck. Then
I learned that I simply didn’t have the right tools for making affiliate marketing work for me, my blog, and my
readers. I started learning. Isn’t that the same for any new skill?
Michelle earns over $50,000 a month through affiliate marketing, and she shares all of her best tips in this course,
Making Sense of Affiliate Marketing. The title of the course is perfect; it truly does make sense of everything about
Affiliate Marketing.
I joined ShareASale.com because they are the affiliate network for Grammarly, which is a must-have program for
any writer or blogger (in my opinion). I have been a fan of Grammarly for years and am excited to share my
experiences with my blogging friends.
Amazon Associates was the first affiliate program used to monetize my Crochet Getaway blog site. The blog's main
theme is crochet conferences and seminars, but as I expanded the site to include patterns and yarn selections, I
utilized the Amazon Associates program and included affiliate links for yarn and crochet tools. There is no charge to
sign up for the program but there is a criteria and approval process.
AWIN - Formerly known as Affiliate Window, the Awin.com network has a wonderful WordPress plugin that
converts text references in blog posts into affiliate links. How cool is that? I became an AWIN affiliate in the spring
of 2017, after meeting their staff at the TBEX (Travel Bloggers Exchange) event in Huntsville, Alabama. The
AWIN network is huge and has options to meet both niche and general products to your target audiences.
Every successful business relies on metrics and measurements to assess business performance. As your blog grows,
you may want to create an income stream with blogging. That's where Google Analytics comes in. This free online
tool will give you critical data about your blog performance, your online audience, and how many people you reach
with your site. The word "reach" is a business term for bloggers and social media influencers and represents the
blog's overall influence. Activate Google Analytics early in your blogging activity and you will have valuable data
as your blog grows.

